Denver Museum of Nature & Science (“DMNS”)
Annals Copyright Transfer Agreement

Author Name (“The Author”):

Author’s Address:

Title of the Work (“The Work”):

For Publication in the DMNS Annals (“The Annals”)

The Author and DMNS agree that:

1. The copyright to The Work identified above is transferred to DMNS upon acceptance of The Work by DMNS. The Author hereby transfers, assigns or otherwise conveys all copyright ownership exclusively to DMNS including the exclusive right to reproduce and distribute The Work, including reprints, translations, photographic reproductions, microform, electronic form (offline, online), or any other reproductions of a similar nature. For Work requiring approval of an Author’s Employer, the Employer and Author shall execute this agreement together so that copyright is transferred to DMNS as set forth herein.

2. It is understood that DMNS will publish The Work at its own cost and expense.

3. DMNS will ensure publication and use of The Work under the Creative Commons Attribution Non-Commercial license as set forth on our publications webpage www.dmns.org/main/en/General/Science/Publications.

4. Author will receive no royalty or other monetary compensation from DMNS for DMNS’ use of The Work.

5. This agreement represents the complete and entire understanding of the parties with respect to The Work. This agreement cannot be amended electronically or in any way other than by a formal written amendment executed by both parties. This agreement shall be governed by the laws of the State of Colorado. Jurisdiction and venue for all claims brought by either party regarding The Work shall be exclusively in state court in the City and County of Denver, Colorado.

6. The Author has and will comply with the standards set forth in the DMNS Annals Guidelines for authors, incorporated by reference.

7. The Author may use The Work on a personal webpage or share with colleagues with a link to the DMNS Annals Homepage (URL: www.dmns.org/main/en/General/Science/Publications). Any use, whether print or electronic or any other media, must also be properly cited with credit given to the original Annals publication by adding “copyright 20__ Denver Museum of Nature & Science”.

8. The Author warrants that (s)he has the right and authority to transfer copyright, that The Work is original, except for such excerpts from copyrighted works as may be included with the permission of the copyright holder and author thereof, that The Work contains no libelous statements, that The Work does not infringe on any copyright, trademark, patent, statutory right or proprietary right of others.

9. Author further affirms that (circle one):
   a. Work is in the public domain (in the case of government employees) or
   b. Work may be published and used by DMNS under the Creative Commons Attribution Non-Commercial license.

10. Please sign and date this agreement in duplicate. Forward an original signed version to:

    Denver Museum of Nature & Science
    Attn: Frank Krell, Dept of Zoology
    2001 Colorado Blvd.
    Denver, CO 80205-5798

Please retain a second version for your files. Publication of The Work cannot be completed until this agreement is signed and received by DMNS.

______________________________  __________________________
Author’s Signature                  Date